In LOTE we created our own dragon and we learnt how to type in Chinese. We wrote a story about a dragon and then typed it up on the computer in English and in Chinese characters. For many of us it was the first time we typed in Chinese and it was really interesting. Some of us never even thought of typing in Chinese but it was easier than we thought. Creating the dragons was very fun and we had a great time imagining how the dragons would look like and where they would live. Overall LOTE this term was really fun!

*By Thy 5KC*

This term we learned about ‘Dragons’ for LOTE. It was so interesting. We also learned how to use Chinese dictionary. We had a time to write our own dragon story in pinyin and then we typed in Chinese Word Processing. It was challenging but fun at the same time.

*By Suvin 5KC*

This term in LOTE we did Chinese Word Processing. First we learn some information about dragons then we read some stories. We learned descriptions of many dragons then we made our own story. This was what we did to type the story in Chinese

- We type pinyin in the Chinese Word Processor and it automatically wrote the characters
- We attached the pinyin by selecting the writing, going to Asian Layouts and clicking on Phonetic Guide.
- Mrs Sia proof read our work and we printed it out and stick it on our paper.

*By Kushagra 5KC*